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Because it promotes harmonious neuronal devel-
opment, the Montessori pedagogy is beneficial for 
children’s brains. This is notably demonstrated 
by the study carried out in the basements of the 
CHUV in Lausanne by researcher Solange Den-
ervaud - a meticulous work that has earned her the 
2020 Biaggi de Blasys Prize. A reward received this 
Friday May 7 which distinguishes each year the 
best thesis in neuroscience defended at the Univer-

sities of Geneva, Lausanne and EPFL! 

How was the scientist able to draw these conclu-
sions relative to the effects of this educational meth-
od invented at the beginning of the 20th century by 
the Italian doctor Maria Montessori?  
Explanation.

The basic question
While many experiments and studies in cognitive, 
affective and behavioural sciences highlight the 
positive effects of the principles on which Montes-
sori pedagogy is based (see box), none has specif-
ically focused on their brain impacts. And this is 
precisely the question that bugged Solange Den-
ervaud: «Having myself observed that the students 
who follow this type of education are not only quite 
successful academically speaking, but also, and 
above all, very creative, supportive, courteous and 
seem good about themselves, I wondered if this 
teaching method influenced neural functioning. 
And if yes, how?»

The study itself and what it shows
Launched in 2014, this vast research was carried 
out on 250 children aged from 4 and a half to 13 
years old, recruited on a voluntary basis and from 
either traditional or Montessori schools. After 
many tests, games, experiments, and MRI or EEG 
(electroencephalogram) sessions, it emerged that 
even though executive functions - the ability to 
perform a «mission» effectively, to stay focused 
and to finish a task - do not vary fundamentally 
from one group to another, Montessori students 
have other faculties and potentials. It emerged 
that the education from which they benefit is in 
accordance with the biology of their brain since it 
respects the phases of development - and particu-
larly with regard to the establishment of neural 
networks related to «management of error and 
management of the unexpected».

Montessori is good for the brain

A study conducted in Lausanne by the neuroscientist 
Solange Denervaud demonstrates, supported by brain 
imaging, the benefits of the Montessori pedagogy on 
neural connections.

To facilitate children’s involvement in her re-
search, neuroscientist Solange Denervaud passes 
them through an MRI scanner shaped like rocket 
where they can watch a cartoon movie.
Yvain Genevay 



The «contingency management» network
As the work of Solange Denervaud shows, with 
supporting imagery, the Montessori pedagogy 
therefore has a positive impact on the so-called 
“management of the unforeseen” neural connec-
tions, which allow the brain to develop an ade-
quate response to an unexpected circumstance. 
How does it work? Faced with the unexpected, 
different brain networks must mobilize. On the 
one hand, a more intrinsic channel that regulates a 
kind of “reservoir” filled with real-life experiences 
that can mingle, overlap and form new ideas and 
solutions, which we can be sum up as “creative 
thinking”. On the other hand, we have channels 
that are more executive and facing the outside 
world. Between them is a kind of «bridge» network 
which leaves free the discussion between these 
poles or interrupts it, like a switch that regulates 
the flow of information between «thoughts» and 
«action». This route, which forms naturally be-
tween the ages of 6 and 12, owes its efficiency, and 

the greater or lesser fluidity of «trafficking», not 
only to genetics but also to the environment.

As the experiments carried out at the CHUV prove, 
in the favourable context of the Montessori class-
room, this neuronal «route» will indeed be able to 
be consolidated by dint of being called upon and, 
thereby, bring adaptability and a certain mental 
flexibility in the long term. Conversely, when its 
use is not regularly required since it is sufficient 
to recite a lesson without even understanding it, 
it can result in a form of inflexibility and inadapt-
ability. Solange Denervaud continues: «Montessori 
students are not students who become better per-
forming in terms of knowledge. On the other hand, 
they have better creative thinking. This is not an 
artistic vision but an ability to apply personal re-
sources to solve a problem they are facing. Obvi-
ously, all of us have this potential and can innovate 
in the face of a constraint. But with Montessori 
children, this trait is clearly more active.»

In Montessori schools, we do not point 
out the mistakes of the pupils but we 
encourage them to take the path to 
success.
Jeff Gilbert /Alamy Stock Photo

“Montessori students are not  
students who become more  
successful in terms of knowledge. 
On the other hand, they are better 
at creative thinking.”
Solange Denervaud, neuroscientist



The «error management» network
In «standard» education, a child quickly under-
stands a simple axiom: he will be subject to value 
judgments such as a good or a bad grade, a positive 
or a negative remark. Truly and quite logically, he 
will rather want to be well regarded and will de-
velop a desire to find correct answers. This he will 
do without necessarily asking himself a thousand 
questions, therefore without activating the neural 
networks linked to questions and the search for 
solutions.

Conversely, in a Montessori environment, there 
are no mistakes «but a path to success». Basically, 
this is a process of small steps and attempts, as 
many as it takes. The student does not stop at a 
failure but knows that from one step to the next 
he will be able to solve the problem. «You could 
say that it strengthens a network of intersect-
ing, crisscrossing and connecting roads and that, 
thanks to this, the child can gradually understand 
what he is doing and why he is doing it.» Which, 
she says, stimulates the brain reward circuit, which 
manifests itself in a pleasant little dopamine shot: 
«When you solve a problem, you have a little (or a 
big!) personal satisfaction, you have then what is 
called an intrinsic reward.»

Certainly. But isn’t it the same result when you get 
a good answer and have done «just right»? Yes, 
approves the researcher. Before qualifying: «The 
problem is that between 6 and 12 years old, this 
process can be skewed. These are the ages when 
the brain is especially permeable to information 
related to mistakes and success. So when we come 

to say «well done, that’s good!» or  «It’s bad, it’s no 
good!» well, one interferes by coming up with an 
external value judgment system that the student 
will begin to seek out. And there, we end up with 
what we call extrinsic motivation - which implies 
that we will do things for others: for the note, so 
as not to appear like a puppet in front of his com-
rades, to please mum and dad, etc. ”

Solange Denervaud continues: «To have learned 
to be judged, for bad or for good, or, on the con-
trary, to be freed from this worry because one has 
been trained to focus on the process of resolution 
for oneself more than on the result itself, has a 
huge impact in the long run. « Not only in terms of 
connections - which will be more or less active, as 
evidenced by the MRIs performed, but also behav-
iourally speaking.

In fact, whether or not a student is afraid of mak-
ing mistakes has visible and lasting consequences: 
in the first case, he restricts himself, and his fear 
of doing wrong prevents him from trying, daring, 
proposing and take risks. It can cause anxiety, 
freeze their thinking, influence their desire to 
cooperate with their peers, and generate fear. Fear 
of others, fear of being inadequate or fear of being 
made fun of.

Otherwise, knowing that making mistakes is part 
of the process, the child accepts difference as well 
as help and collaboration and cultivates creativity.

In this regard, it is not the «old» Montessori pu-
pils, such as George Clooney, Roger Federer or Jeff 
Bezos who will say the opposite!



A doctor of medicine, specializ-
ing in anthropology and psychia-
try, Maria Montessori  
developed an educational ap-
proach based on scientific 
observation of the cognitive and 
psychological development of 
children at the start of the 20th 
century. Its fundamental prin-
ciple? «The child is not a vessel 
that you fill, but a spring that 
you let flow!» In other words, 
it is about accompanying the 
natural development of the stu-
dent, to support him so that he 
can deploy all the forces that he 
already has in him. To do this, 
you need to titillate his curiosity, 
encourage his spirit of initiative, 
his ability to make a decision 
and his autonomy while offering 
an environment designed and 
adapted to learning. In addition, 
it is imperative to respect his 
pace, even if it means dividing 
the activities into stages so that 
he takes one at a time and never 
feels judged. Note that if he is 

free to choose his activities, he is 
still guided by a teacher who will 
open him up to subjects that do 
not call upon him instinctively. 
So that he will finish his school-

ing with the same skills as a 
comrade who followed a tradi-
tional course.

Montessori, quickly explained

Find out more: www.ardem.ch

Doctor Maria Montessori, creator of the method that bears her 
name, with a young pupil circa 1907. Ullstein Bild / Getty Images



Involved in the experiments
In order to prepare the children, Solange Den-
ervaud and her colleagues insist on the fun and di-
dactic dimension of the experiments, and, from the 
youngest to the oldest, when they are in the lab, 
they have fun and learn. In addition, before having 
a real MRI, the children lie down in a small rocket 
scanner they have in the CHUV radiology unit is. 

The key: a cartoon movie to focus their attention, 
realistic sound effects so that they are not sur-
prised by reality, and some photos that allow them 
to see first-hand that if they move during the scan, 
the images of their brain will not be sharp. And 
they do not want that! Because, as the researcher 
explains, they feel very involved.

The phases of the brain’s construction
The brain is built over the years, in successive 
stages. To summarize it quickly: in toddlers, it is 
essentially the sensorimotor networks that con-
nect. In the 6-12 age group, it is the paths related 
to thinking and reasoning that are established. 
Among which, the circuits related to the manage-
ment of errors and the unforeseen, precisely. What 
about teenagers? With them, it is the “identity and 
social relations” connections that are established.

When you respect these “windows of time where 
connections can be made naturally and without 
special effort”, it is easier to learn. An example? 
Reading. Different studies show that this learn-
ing is much easier for a child in “the” right period 
of development - up to about 5-6 years - because 
the child associates sounds and images almost 
spontaneously: “The longer you delay, the more 
it becomes difficult and requires work. As a corol-
lary, we put affection into it, with the risk of not 
liking it. While if we take into account the rhythm 
of the brain, the connections are made much more 
easily! ” Does this mean that once these phases 
are completed there is nothing more to do? Not at 
all. Solange Denervaud explains: “Unless there is 
a specific pathology, the brain plasticity lasts until 
our death. But in reality, we build our foundations 
during childhood and if we want to change them 
later, it will require a lot of work and a huge per-

sonal investment because we have to break exist-
ing connections in order to establish new ones! “

The networks are set up during childhood. Dr


